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The Agricultural Conservation Program in

New Hampshire

by

Harry C. Woodworth and Victor H. Smith

New Hampshire Agricultural Experiment Station

and

Emil Rauchenstein

Bureau of Agricultural Economics
U. S. Department of Agriculture

The Problem

'PHIS study was undertaken : first, to determine the extent of partici-

pation in the 1936 and 1937 Agricultural Conservation programs in

New Hampshire, the reasons for incomplete participation, the changes
that have been made in farm practices, and, if possible, to discover more
effective ways of encouraging desirable farm practices ; secondly, to de-

termine the probable long-time effect of the practices on the economy
of the individual farm and to project as far as possible the influence of

the program on the agriculture of the state.

The Procedure

Twelve towns well distributed over the state and fairly representative
of the agriculture of the entire state were selected. (Fig. 1) The im-

portant types of farming areas were represented.
^ It was noted in the

analysis of the census data that these towns represent approximately
one-tenth of the state 's agriculture, containing as they do 8.9 per cent of

the farms, 9.4 per cent of total farm land, 9.8 per cent of tillage acres,
9.8 per cent of cows milked, 10.0 per cent of hens, and over 12 per cent

of orchard and vegetable acres.

A visit was made to each farm in the 12 towns and information ob-

tained on acreage of each crop in 1935, 1936, and 1937
;
numbers of

each class of livestock
; practices that have been followed

;
extent of par-

ticipation in the Agricultural Conservation Program ;
reactions of farm-

ers to the program and their suggestions for its improvement. This
information obtained directly from the farmers was checked with the

official work sheets of the county conservation committees.

Nineteen hundred farms were included in the survey. All had suf-

ficient acreage to come within the census definition of a farm, although
242 of them were probably not occupied at the time of year when the

census was taken. (Table 1) In the survey, farm visits were made
systematically by means of town maps which had been prepared in the

type-of-farming project. While more farms were found than are in-

dicated in the 1935 census, the number of cows, young stock, acres of

orchard, and acres of vegetables are approximately in agreement. Num-

^
Grinnell, H. C; Type-of-Farming Areas in New Hampshire; New Hamp-

shire Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular 53, 1937.
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Figure 1. The twelve towns included in this study are well dis-

tributed over the farming areas of the state and roughly represent
one tenth of the agriculture.
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bers of hens were considerably larger in the survey data.- There were
rather large discrepancies in individual towns between the survey data
and the census but the totals for the 12 towns agree fairly well.

In order to study the data more in detail, the farms were grouped into

classes based primarily on amount of farming done and the aggressive-
ness of the management. First the farms were divided into commer-
cial and non-commercial groups. « Farms were considered as commer-
cial if their organization represented over 100 man work units. ^ How-
ever, the usual method of calculating man work units was changed to

avoid crediting farms with productive work where large acreages of

tillage land on semi-abandoned farms are cut over to secure a small

amount of hay.^
The commercial farms were divided into two groups : active commer-

cial and less active commercial. The criteria by which this grouping
was done are difficult to describe in concrete quantitative terms. The
active farms are those which are more aggressively managed than most
farms in the state. They are characterized by more livestock and
more activity in production. The less active commercial farms were
characterized by less activity and less livestock, the operators tending

^ The survey gives the number of hens housed in the fall of 1936. This

figure is thus larger than the census figure which is for the number of hens on
hand January first, 1935. Ordinarily by that time the flocks have been re-

duced by culling and mortality losses.

' A man work unit roughly represents the production that would normally
require one day of man labor under fairly efficient management.

* Twenty man work units per cow were used in estimating the size of busi-

ness instead of the usual 15. It was estimated that five units per cow would
cover the labor requirement in growing roughage under efficient management.

Table 1. Comparison of census and survey records of 12 towns with census
data for the entire state.
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to drift in production without much physical effort in developing bet-

ter production.
Next the non-commercial farms were divided into three groups. The

farming done in the first group was of the subsistence type. Some of

the operators had partially retired on account of old age or ill health.

Some farms were for sale because the owners could operate them no

longer. The next group is comprised of locations which had sufficient

acreage to be considered farms but were primarily residences. The oc-

cupants were not attempting to farm. They usually had a garden,

many had a few hens, and a few kept a cow. Most of these locations

had been farmed in the past and a few had considerable tillage.

Table 2. Comparison of the average organization of commercial and
non-commercial farms, 1937.
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Table 5. Number and per cent of farms and activities enrolled in the 1937

Agricultural Conservation Program.
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In addition there were a few classified as miscellaneous. This group
includes such locations as summer estates, hotels and boys' and girls'

camps, where no special effort was made in farming but hay was sold.

Several fur farms and highly specialized enterprises were included.

The average organization of the farms is shown in Table 2, the dis-

tribution of farms by acres of tillage in Table 4. It is significant that

the 339 active commercial farms account for 60 per cent of the cows, 62

per cent of the young stock, 57 per cent of the hens, and 70 per cent of

the orchard acreage. (Table 3) On the other hand the 805 resident

farms which have about one-fifth of the tillage land account for very
little production.

Enrollment and Participation

In 1936, the first year of the conservation program, 342 operators,

representing 34 per cent of the land in farms, 36 per cent of tillage

land, 51 per cent of the cows, 21 per cent of the hens, 31 per cent of

orchard acres, and 47 per cent of vegetable acreage, were enrolled. In

1937, the second year of the program, 664 operators, representing 59

per cent of the land in farms, 59 per cent of the tillage land, 78 per cent

of the cows, 48 per cent of the hens, 76 per cent of orchard land, and 76

per cent of the vegetable acreage, were enrolled. (Table 5)

It is evident that the program is not reaching all the farms and that

some of the livestock, orchard, and vegetable enterprises are not repre-
sented. Yet over 84 per cent of the active commercial farms—and with-

in that group 90 per cent of the tillage land, 92 per cent of the cows,
62 per cent of the hens, 90 per cent of orchard acres, and 95 per cent

of the vegetable acres—were on the farms that were enrolled in the pro-

gram. It would seem that the active commercial farmers, who were in

the best position to make use of practices and to cooperate with the pro-

gram, had enrolled.

This good record for enrollment decreases progressively from the ac-

tive commercial farm group to the resident farms. In the latter case 8

per cent were enrolled. Only 12 per cent of their tillage land, 11 per
cent of their cows, 11 per cent of their hens, 16 per cent of their orchard

acres, and 10 per cent of their vegetable acreage were represented in the

enrollment. (Fig. 2)
It is evident that the resident farmers and most of the subsistence

farmers were not interested in the program in 1937. They had little or

no manure to use on new seedings and most of them had no livestock to

require more roughage. The profitableness of carrying out agricul-

tural conservation practices under such conditions can be questioned.
Since many in this group have neither horses nor tractors, there is little

incentive to add lime, reseed, and add fertilizer. In addition many of

this group have other work and other opportunities and are not de-

pendent upon the land for their living.

In summary it may be stated that about 84 per cent of the men

actively engaged in farming, 53 per cent of the men farming less ac-

tively, 34 per cent of the subsistence farmers, and 8 per cent of the resi-

dent farmers were enrolled in the program. To what extent it is so-

cially profitable to have a larger enrollment will be considered later.
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Enrollment varied greatly in the different towns. In Stratham all the

active farms were enrolled, while in Londonderry only 79 per cent

were signed up. (Table 6)

NO. OF FARM5
800

Figure 2. Enrollment in the conservation program of each

type of farm group is indicated by the shaded area.

Qualifying for Payments

Of those enrolling in the program 86.9 per cent completed definite

conservation practices and qualified for payment for all or part of their

allowance. When the enrolled farms are grouped according to types,

91.3 per cent, 79.7 per cent, 61.2 per cent, and 28 per cent of the active,

less active, subsistence, and residence farms, respectively, qualified for

payment. This suggests that the non-commercial farmers who enrolled

in the program found it difficult to participate.
^

Participation and Changes in Practices

The results of the soil conservation program are difficult to measure.

Comparisons with 1935 are subject to error but this seemed the most

logical approach. Wherever 1935 did not represent a normal situa-

tion on an individual farm the operator was requested to indicate an

estimate that would represent the usual situation before the program
went into effect.

When all farms were considered, regardless of participation in the

program, there was some increase in 1936 and a substantial increase in

"' Reasons Given for Not Enrolling: The operators on farms with less than
20 acres were usually handicapped in taking advantage of the program be-

cause so many of them did not have the facilities and were not dependent up-
on agriculture. But on the 432 farms with 20 acres or more of tillage land
which were not enrolled, 12 did not desire a subsidy, and 10 were out and out

hostile to the program. (Table 7) Most of the operators in this group stated

they were not able to use the progi'am because of the small amount of actual

agricultural production on their farms.
Some farmers enrolled who apparently were not able to purchase materials

to carry out pi'actices, but those not signing up did not indicate lack of funds
as a reason for not entering the program.
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1937 in tons of lime used, in acres of new seeding, in acres of pasture
improved, in new seedings in pastures, in fertilizer used on new seed-

ings, and on hay land. (Tables 8 to 12)
^

It should be noted here that the 1936 program got under way late in

the season and probably all operators did not have an opportunity to

understand it fully, or time to reorganize the season's cropping plans.

By the spring of 1937 most operators were familiar with the program
and in a better position to cooperate.

Practically all change in practices was accounted for on the farms
which were enrolled in the program.
The 339 active commercial farms increased the acreage of new seed-

ings laid down per farm from 3.9 acres in 1935 to 4.9 acres in 1937.

The farms enrolling in the program increased their acreage of new
seedings by 1.2 acres while those not in the program increased only .3

acre. (Table 9)
The lime used per farm amounted to .8 ton in 1935 and 3.6 in 1937,

an increase of 2.8 tons per farm. In this group an average of 1,500

pounds of lime was used per acre of new seedings. Since some fields

do not need lime, it is thought that the soil acidity situation has been

greatly improved in preparation for new seedings.*^
The 286 active farms enrolled in the program increased the use of

lime from one ton in 1935 to 4.2 tons per farm in 1937
;
while the 53

farms not enrolling increased from no lime in 1935 to one-half ton per
farm in 1937.

* Interviews with farmers took place from July first to about September
first and prior to the close of the program year. In a few cases the lime was
on hand but on account of the weather had not actually been applied. If the
farmer in these instances indicated an intention to use this lime before the
year closed, the practice was included. The survey results are not in exact
agreement with the official data but the differences are minor and can be

largely accounted for by memory bias.

' A small amount of the lime was used on pastures and some on land to be
seeded in 1938 or later.

Table 7. Reasons given by US2 farvters, each with 20 acres or more of
tillage, for not signing up in 1937.

Farm used as residence only 167

Not sufficient agriculture to justify joining program 127

Poultry farms, "Could not use progi-am" 30

Ownership problem, farm for sale, in estate, etc 27

Other activities relatively more important 19

"Not desiring subsidy or Government aid" 12

Hostile to program 10

Recently purchased, not yet organized 12

Lack of understanding of program, language difficulties 3

Lack of money 1

Unknown 24

432
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On the less active commercial farms the use of lime per farm in-

creased from .12 ton in 1935 to 1.24 tons in 1937 and new seedings from
1.08 acres in 1935 to 1.56 acres in 1937. Changes in other practices
were less significant. While these changes may seem small, the use of

lime and more reseeding may serve to maintain the yielding capacity
of many individual farms in this group. This is indicated by the in-

crease of practices on the 185 farms enrolled in the program (Table 10).
The average use of lime on the less active farms enrolled increased from
.16 ton in 1935 to 2.3 tons per farm in 1937, and the new seedings in-

creased from 1.6 in 1935 to 2.4 per farm in 1937. Practically all the

increase is accounted for on the 185 farms enrolled in the program.
As would be expected, the non-commercial farms were not affected

greatly by the program. However, on the 114 subsistence farms en-

rolled in the program the use of lime per farm was increased from .1

ton in 1935 to 1.6 tons per farm in 1937 and new seedings from .7 acre

in 1935 to 1.5 acres per farm in 1937. Roughly one-third of the sub-

sistence and one-half of the resident farm operators who enrolled in-

creased their soil-conserving practices. (Tables 11 and 12) The in-

crease is very small on these places but on account of the small amount
of tillage land the change in practices may check the decline in yields
of hay.

Conservation Payments
Since many farmers carry out practices in excess of their allotments,

the actual cost of each practice or the cost of the changes made are not

known. The official data from the county associations indicate com-

pleted practices equal to a value of $24,536.14 for the 12 towns. (Table

13) The actual payment checks will total $20,236.27, which allows

for a deduction of one per cent for expense.^

* This is not the total expense of local administration.

Table 8. Comparison of practices on 1900 farms in 1935 and 1937

Practices

Total prac-
tices on

1900 farmst

Total prac-
tices on 664
farms en-

rolled

1935
I
1937 1935

|
1937

Change 1935 to 1937

1900
farms

664
farms

enrolled

Per
centt

Lime used, tons
New seeding hayland, acres*
Fert. on new seeding, tons
Fert. on hayland, tons
Pasture improvement, acres
Fert. on pastures tons
New seeding in pastures, acres
Green manure, acres

Mulching orchards, tons
Forest trees planted, M.
Woodland improvement, acres

339
1842

18
18

135
41
24

303
69
12
18

1925
2515
116
98

785
36
99

319
74
9

94

318
1610

18
17

122
41
18

303
69
12
14

1873
2248
115
97

776
36
92

318
74
8

87

+ 1586
+ 673
+ 98
+ 80
+ 650- 5
+ 75
+ 16
+ 5- 3
+ 76

+1555
+ 638
+ 97
+ 80
+ 654— 5
+ 74
+ 15
+ 5- 4
+ 73

97.3
89.4
98.8

98.4
98.9

100.0
93.9
99.5

100.0
94.1

92.6

* Does not include new seeding in pastures.
t Includes all farms whether or not enrolled in the program.
% The per cent of the total change accounted for by the 664 farms that

were enrolled in the soil conservation program.
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Thus tliis expenditure of $20,236.27 (plus other administrative ex-

pense) has induced 664 operators to use 1,555 additional tons of lime;
reseed 638 additional acres of tillage land

;
use 172 additional tons of

fertilizer on grass lands and pasture ;
make 74 acres of additional seed-

ings in pasture ; improve 73 acres of additional woodland
; grow 15

acres more of green manure crops, and add 5 tons more of mulching to

orchards.

It will be noted that only 29 per cent of the possible total allotments

was used in 1937 and that only 59 per cent of the total tillage land was
enrolled. An extension of the enrollment and participation to include

all active commercial farms and 10 per cent more of the less active com-
mercial farms would leave about 30 per cent of the allotment unused.
In this case about 30 per cent of the tillage land or 138,000 acres on a

state basis would not be in the program. This large acreage which

probably cannot be brought into the program is distributed in small

units on small subsistence or residence farms. Small crops of hay are

now harvested on this acreage and on the whole the only farm operation

undertaken, in addition to a vegetable garden, is hay harvest.

Present Management of Tillage Land
The data in this study furnish two criteria by which one may judge

the effect of present management of tillage land on the trend of aban-

donment of land as tillage. These are ratio of livestock to tillage and

per cent of land reseeded.

Ratio of Livestock to Tillage Land

Twenty-one per cent of the tillage area in the 12 towns was asso-

ciated with farms without livestock and thus no manure was distributed.

(Table 15; AVhile it may be possible to maintain the fertility through

Table 9. Comparison of practices on 339 active commercial farms in 1935
and 1937, and on 286 of these farms enrolled in the program.

I

I
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couimercial fertilizers, the lack of livestock indicates, in general, a sit-

uation where the land is receiving little attention and is declining rap-

idly in hay yields. Under present management it probably will be in

brush within 20 years.
'^ An exception to this is the orchard areas where

large applications of fertilizer are regularly made.
A larger acreage of tillage land, 31 per cent, was on farms with some,

but less than .2 of an animal unit per acre. It is thought that this land,

too, is declining in hay yields but at a slower rate. Only about 48 per
cent of the tillage laud was associated with more than .2 animal unit

per tillage acre. It will be noted in a study of Figure 3 that only a

small per cent of the tillage land associated with little or no livestock

was in the conservation program, while the land associated with con-

siderable livestock was well represented. This suggests again the situa-

tion existing in which the conservation program is likely to build up the

" The problem of actual soil fertility is not involved in this statement.
There is evidence that yields of hay in this state decline on land not associated
with livestock and not fertilized and that after a few years the hay crop is

not sufficient to induce the operators in the neighborhood to harvest it. Under
New Hampshire conditions of soil and climate the brush and trees soon re-

claim land which is unmowed.
In this process of going back to br*ush the soil actually may be increased in

fertility by the accumulation of forest humus. It is stated in a Kentucky
bulletin that there is evidence of a long rotation involving a few years of in-

tensive cropping, a long period of brush and timber, the clear cutting of tim-
ber resulting in pasture, and then intensive cropping again undertaken. Al-

though New Hampshire is an old settled country, there is so far little evi-

dence of reclaiming land for crops when once it has been absorbed by woods.
It is entirely possible that shifts in economic conditions may sometime in the
distant future induce men to reclaim land for crops. After decades of ac-

cumulation of forest humus, no doubt the land would be much improved in

fertility.

Comparison of practices on 350 less active commercial farms in
1935 and 1937.

Table 10.
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better lands and that poor farms witliout stock and drifting toward
abandonment will probably not be greatly influenced by the program.
This may be a desirable trend providing the farms abandoned are the

poorer farms in bad locations and providing they are not useful later if

a forest farming economy develops.
A large part of the tillage land not associated with livestock is on resi-

dence farms and few of these are represented in the program. (Fig.

4) If no livestock is to be kept on these locations, it normally will not

pay the owner to attempt to maintain or build up the yields of rough-
age.

Estimating present yields at one-third ton per acre, these fields tend-

ing toward abandonment which are not represented in the program are
now yielding 38,000 tons or sufficient roughage for 12,600 cows.

Per Cent of Tillage Land Reseeded

Frequent reseeding with clover and alfalfa increases the yielding

capacity of the soil. There is indeed considerable experiment station

literature indicating the power of frequent legume reseedings to add
both organic matter and nitrogen to the soil. It should be stated here,

however, that a few New England leaders discount the advantages of

reseeding with clover and alfalfa and suggest instead applications of

commercial nitrogen.
As indicated in Table 17, -46 per cent of the tillage land was asso-

ciated with farms that made no new seedings in 1937. Another 17 per
cent was on farms where some but less than 5 per cent was reseeded.

Thus 63 per cent of the total tillage was associated with farms where
less than one-twentieth of the tillage land was reseeded in 1937.

A great deal of the failure to reseed was on non-commercial farms
where the operator had no great need for more hay and no equipment
to do the work. On active commercial farms much of the failure to

reseed some land was on apple and poultry farms where reseeding may

Table 11. Comparison
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not be so important. On the 227 active commercial dairy farms only
759 acres of tillage land or 5.8 per cent were on farms where no reseed-

ing was done in 1937. On a few farms seeding is done every other

year but in a detailed examination of records this factor was unimpor-
tant.

TILLAGE ACRES
(THOUSAND)

0-19 .Z-.-O

ANIMAL UNITS PER ACRE

Figure 3. Tillage acres distributed according to animal units

per acre. The shaded portion represents acreage enrolled
in the conservation program.

The lack of aggressive management of tillage land as shown in the

failure to reseed is another indication of a situation leading toward a

gradual decline in yielding power on non-commercial farms. In the

minds of the operators as expressed in their actions aggressive man-

agement will not pay and so the land declines in agricultural produc-
tion, lo

Since reseeding was increased in 1937 over that of 1935 the data were

examined to determine where this increase took place, and especially to

analyze the significance of the change. First of all, it was noted that

when the farms were sorted according to the per cent of reseeding in

1935 and in 1937, there was a decrease of farms where no reseeding
was done. Approximately one-tenth of the total tillage land moved
from farms with no reseeding practices to farms associated with re-

seeding.
On the 376 commercial dairy farms 133 operators reseeded the same

acreage in 1937 as in 1935, 67 reseeded less, and 176 reseeded more. Of
those who reseeded the same or less acreage, 69 reseeded less than 6 per
cent of the tillage land in 1937. It might be said that these had made
no improvement in seeding practices and were not reseeding enough
land.

Thus, it would seem that payments for reseeding have not induced

certain operators who are deficient in reseeding practices to improve

See footnote No. 9.
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their management in this respect. Where the management is already
effective in reseeding there would be little social gain in increasing
seedings but, on the other hand, payments should not be denied the

operators who are following good practices even if the payment does
not result in change. Such operators are doing the thing that the pay-
ment should induce others to do.

Of the 176 operators who increased their reseeding in 1937, seventy
had seeded no acres in 1935.

Reseeding is an important practice and yet some of the payment is

not bringing about results. Instead of abandoning the practice, how-

ever, it would be best to find a way to make payment conditioned on suf-

ficient amount of reseeding to bring real improvement in soil fertility.

Effect of Management on Tillage Land Abandonment

Combining the effect of these factors of livestock association and re-

seeding on the farms of the 12 towns, there were 9,782 acres of tillage or

about 19 per cent of the total on farms where no livestock were kept
and no new seedings were made in 1937. In addition 8,134 acres of

tillage had some livestock (less than .2 animal unit per acre) but no
new seedings were made in 1937. (Table 19) Thus it would seem
that about one-third of the present tillage is under management that is

not favorable to soil building for crops. On a state basis this means
that about 150,000 acres now classed as tillage is in process of being
diverted to other uses.

These data on livestock-tillage land ratio and reseeding ratio have
been stressed in some detail because it has been important to examine
and present the trends in soil conservation.

Even with the conservation program, present management means
the eventual loss of large acreages of tillage land. There is little in the

economic outlook to suggest a denuuid and price situation in the next 10

years that will be great enougii to bring forth the management and ex-

Table 12. Comparison of practices on 805 residence farms in 1935 and 1937.
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pense required to redeem and reestablish these acres of tillage land.

The longer the downward trend continues, the more management and

expense will be required to bring the land back into production.

The Effect and Significance of the Conservation

Program
The continuance of the agricultural conservation program is bound

to have a profound etfect on the agriculture of the United States.

Practices of soil conservation and soil building will unquestionably
show results in the next decade and the adaptation of these practices
to the local situation in each area may result in considerable shifting in

the location of production. Much depends on the effectiveness of the

programs in the different regions in increasing crop yields and the

necessity of shifting crops in order to conserve the soil.

ikCKS or TILLAGt

I 1.000

10.000

9.000

ANIMAL UNIT5 PEB ACRE.

TrPtOFFABM

Figure 4. Tillage acres in each type of farm group distributed accord-

ing to animal units per acre. Shaded portion represents enrollment.

The areas that are able to make considerable progress will be greatly
benefited by the program and regions that cannot use the practices or

fail to use them intelligently will be handicapped. Many problems
must be examined from the viewpoint of the relative influence of pro-

grams and in the competitive relationship between regions. The area

that marks time is actually going back in relation to the areas that ad-

vance. For instance we are now aware in this state, although we did

not fully recognize it at the time, that the building of a good road 20

years ago had a tremendous influence on the agriculture of certain

areas. Those tributary to the road were brought nearer markets as

measured in time and ease of travel. Those not served were relatively
worse off than before. The conservation program can have the same
selective influence both nationally and within a state.

A part of the difference in influence is related to geographical dif-

ferences in regions and in the type of farming and amounts and char-

acter of tillage land, but a great deal of the difference can arise from
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differences in the application of the prog:ram. As long as the conserva-
tion program is a law of the land affording benefits to all regions, New
Hampshire farmers should take every advantage of the opportunities
offered. To a large extent the efficiency and the intelligence of their

cooperation with the program will decide the fate of many farms in the
next quarter century. There may be grounds for honest differences of

opinion as to the merits of the law and the details of its administration
but all New Hampshire interests that have an understanding of the

competitive situation will unanimously support the participation of

New Hampshire farmers in the program to the limit of social profitable-
ness as long as the law exists.

The full significance of the long-time results to New Hampshire can-

not be predicted or measured entirely from data obtained from farms
in this state. The agriculture of New Hampshire is competing with

agriculture elsewhere and the farm operators of the state have com-

parative advantage in interregional competition for a few products
only, and even then, only with respect to nearby markets.

What Farms Should be Enrolled for Maximum Social Gains?

How many of the farms which were not enrolled would it be in the

social interest to include in future enrollments? This is a difficult

question involving broad implications of land use and the welfare of

many rural New Hampshire families.

Table 13. Actual payments in 12 towns under the 1937 Conservation
Program.

Town
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In a broad way it will be advantageous and socially desirable to en-

roll all farms that represent commercial farming opportunities. This

probably would include most of the present active commercial farms
and probably 50 to 75 per cent of the less active commercial farms.

Other farms which represent permanent part-time or residence loca-

tions might well be included. In these latter groups, however, the main
emphasis should be on woodlot management, soil-building practices

being confined to such small areas of tillage land or pasture as will

actually be needed in the future on farms of this type. Under the pres-
ent plan of computation, the allotments on resident farms would be

insignificant. For instance in the group of 805 resident farms, 496
have less than 11 acres of tillage. With a different plan £»f computing
allotments, there would be an opportunity for these non-commercial
farms to develop their woodlands and in most cases this is in the direc-

tion of the best use of land. It may be in the social interest to include

certain farms that will be abandoned in the next decade provided near-

ly all the allotment went into tree planting and woodlot improvement
since this is the logical trend. Summer places with large acreages of

tillage land which will eventually go out of cultivation might be en-

rolled
;
but only woodlot practices should be encouraged. In this case

local assets are being developed which provide productive work for lo-

cal people now and in the future.

The problem of determining the best forest practices is one largely of

predicting what degree of management of timberlands is socially profit-

able. Certain areas of woodlands may be in such condition that spend-

ing money and effort on their improvement would not be profitable.
This situation logically may bar individual farms from carrying out

woodlot practices. On the other hand, some farm operators who have
woodlots especially accessible to good local timber markets can profit-

Table 14. Distribution of 1,869* farms according to the nuTnber of animal
units per acre of tillage in 1937.
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ably apply more management. It is difficult to outline projects that
will be socially sound for all locations and all conditions.

But no doubt many non-commercial farms have woodlands on which
some degree of management is desirable. It may be well to consider
various woodland practices which can be widely adapted. This might
require either a special allowance for definite special practices to fit the
needs of forestry on part-time farms.

To sum up this general statement, soil conservation practices should
be followed only on farms and fields that have a future use for hay and
crops or pasture but woodland improvement practices can be encour-

aged on all farms where the condition of the stands, soil, and accessibil-

ity make these practices desirable and profitable.

However, to interpret this general policy administratively is difficult.

Beginning with the active commercial farms, most of them should be

carrying on conservation practices on crop and pasture land. A few
of these farms may be located in areas where the opportunities are not

encouraging, or good individual farms may be located in isolated places
where the social interest is not aided by the farm continuing in produc-
tion. At the present time it may be best to encourage these men to put
a larger part of their allotment into woodlot improvement but not to

restrict the free choice. Until we have classified our lands as to agri-
cultural opportunities and these have become generally accepted we are

not in a position to restrict payments for soil building.

Eighty-four per cent of the active operators enrolled in 1937, and
it would seem advisable to have a larger percentage take advantage of

the program in future years.

Many of the commercial farms classified in the less active group are

good farms in the hands of people who are not able to operate them

aggressively. Some of these farms are even better than many in the

active group. It would seem logical to examine the list of this type
of farms carefully and make a special drive to get enrollment and good

Table 15. Distribution of 51,702 acres of tillage according to number of
animal units per acre of tillage in 1937.
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practices on the better farms that represent production opportunities.
The present owner, even if greatly handicapped financially or by age,
feels a social responsibility to preserve the fields and pasture and a way
should be found to aid these men to follow the more important prac-
tices or perhaps they can be encouraged to sell or lease to someone that
will maintain them. A few excellent farms are in unsettled estates

and something should be done to preserve them. Fifty-three per cent
of the less active farms were enrolled in 1937 and perhaps it would be
well to enroll 70 per cent of this class in future programs. A consid-
erable number of these, however, should not attempt to build up more
than the best tillage land near the buildings which could be used in

keeping the family cow.

A few of the present subsistence and residence farms may have op-

portunities in commercial agriculture if the fields have not been ig-
nored too long, and these few farms should be brought into the pro-
gram if possible.

Since many of the people on subsistence or residence farms have
other work and know very little about forestry, it will be difficult to

interest them in forestry practices. About one-third of the subsistence

and one-twelfth of the residence farmers enrolled in the program in

1937. It will be difficult to get a larger number to enroll and carry
out effective practices. If general educational methods will bring in

these groups at little additional administrative cost, some advantage
will accrue to the communities

;
but probably it will not be practical to

make an expensive campaign to enroll them. Too many are not in a

position to carry out or profit from practices.

The Effect of Participation on Individual Farms

The effect of having part of the farms in the program and the tillage

land benefiting from government aid in the soil-building process, and
other farms not following any soil-conserving practices will be to lay
the foundation for increasing higher yields on the one group and de-

creasing yields on the other. These are trends that have been in proc-
ess for many decades. The conservation program will accelerate them,

resulting in higher yields on good farms and the discouragement of

production on others. It probably is not socially desirable to carry
on soil-building practices on land which is definitely going out of agri-

culture and reverting to timber. On the other hand, there is a social

responsibility to make sure that good farms are in the program and are

not lost.

With some farms gaining in productive capacity, we need to take

stock of the effect of this greater productive capacity on the general
situation. Greater yields resulting in lower costs on the conservation

farms will increase the difficulties of the poor farms. The disadvantaged
location, the present low status of fertility, the present low demand for

the products of some farms, together with the inability of the occu-

pants to carry the program, indicate the futility of extending the soil-

building process to all present fields.

The plight of the people who find themselves on such land should not,
of course, be dismissed lightly. We may in the short period, need to
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do many things that are not economically sound in the long period.
People are the important resources and any program should protect and
aid the minority group which is unfortunate in its present adjustment
to land.

As a matter of fact, these families are not now deriving much from
the land and if the program is turned in the direction of sound forestry
improvement practices, the operator can earn his allotment largely
from his own labor and he is creating assets that will mean more pro-
duction and more employment later.

Effect of Program on Dairy Production

In general, the New England dairyman has a location advantage in

the production of fluid milk for New P]ngland markets, being protected
by high transportation costs from the competing milk production cen-

ters of Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota. This advantage, how-

ever, is tempered and checked by the supply of condensed milk and the

possibilities of new processes.
In the production of cream the New England farmer has less ad-

vantage and the price of milk in terms of cream values would discour-

age production on many farms, except as an enterprise supplementary
to the regular dairy business. The location advantage in butter and
cheese production is still less and only a few farms would continue

production in competition with western farmers.

Whenever New England production of milk greatly exceeds the re-

quirement for fluid milk, there is a tendency for the market price to be

pulled down toward the level of cream prices and finally toward the

Table 16. Distribution of 1,869* farms according to per cent of tillage land
reseeded in 1937
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level of butter and cheese. So, in general, supplies of milk greatly
beyond the requirement of fluid milk deepen the effect of competition
from other areas and result in unfavorable composite milk prices.

There are people in New England who contend that the dairyman
should produce all the fluid milk and all the cream used in New Eng-
land. To these advocates this production is a duty, a ''stint," for the
New England dairyman. They are thinking in terms of institutions.

A certain housewife with a certain type of institutional conscience in-

sists on devoting six hours every Monday to the washing process. If

there are not sufficient dirty clothes to keep her busy, she will put un-
soiled clothes from the beds and closets through the wash. A specialized
conscience demands this special stint of six hours of hard work.

In the competitive milk production situation, the New England dairy-
man needs to produce only such amounts as it is to his and the indus-

try 's advantage to produce. Additional amounts can be purchased from

competing centers. If the production of all the cream results in lower
income to dairymen there is no advantage gained by either the dairy-
man or the consumer in the long run.

The industry could not, of course, produce all the cream required
without occasionally and seasonally producing a surplus which would
have to be diverted into butter. The depressing effect on fluid prices

plus the larger proportion of non-fluid milk would result in a low

composite price which would be distressing to most dairymen.
Thus in New England it would probably not be to the advantage of

the industry to expand present production.
Without question, the conservation program stimulating greater use

of lime, more frequent reseeding of hay land, and more fertilizer on

pasture will eventually increase yields of roughage and the carrying

Table 17. Distribution of 51,702 acres of tillage according to per cent of
tillage land reseeded in 1937.
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capacity of the farms. For instance, Mr. Noyes of Littleton began a

system some 40 years ago of using some lime and reseeding frequently
with clover and alfalfa and has gradually built up yields and livestock

numbers. In 1936 this farm carried 16 animal units on 141/^ acres of

tillage land. Mr. Hough of Lebanon has followed a conservation sys-
tem of lime and frequent reseeding with clover and alfalfa for over 40

years and in spite of increasing his herd has a surplus of hay. For
additional evidence of the possible favorable effect of a conservation

program on total yields, reference is made to the results obtained in the

roughage production study in 1932. ^^ Mr. Abell found that the yields
of hay were higher on the farms with larger acreages in corn silage
and it is thought that this resulted largely from the shorter rotations

and more frequent reseeding.
In this study covering over 200 dairy farms, for every 100 acres of

tillage land devoted to roughage in Group 1, there were 7.5 acres of

silage and the yields of hay on the other 92.5 acres totaled 107.3 tons

or 1.16 tons per acre. In Group 2, there were 12 acres of corn silage

and the yields of hay on the other 88 acres totaled 121.4 tons or 1.38

tons per acre. In Group 3, there w'ere 17 acres of silage and the yields
of hay on the other 83 acres totaled 131.4 tons or 1.58 tons per acre. In

Group 4 there were 25 acres of silage and the yields of hay on the other

75 acres totaled 135 tons or 1.8 tons per acre.

"While the land may have been more easily tilled and also better to

begin with, in all these instances the results are probably accumulative

and the greater yields have developed slowly. The larger yields of

"
Abell, M. F.; Roughage Production in New Hampshire; New Hampshire

Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 273, 1933; page 5.

Table 18. Distribution of 1,869* farms according to number of animal %mxts

per acre of tillage land a7id per cent of tillage land reseeded.
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roughage have enabled the farmer to keep more stock. In turn more
stock has meant more manure. Since the grain is purchased and since

the land is plov^ed and reseeded regularly there has developed greater

yielding capacity.

Although corn is considered a soil-depleting crop in the national

economy, it does not follow that the growing of moderate acreages of

corn silage in New Hampshire results in soil depletion. The effect of

corn growing on soil depletion or soil building is quite different in a

region where only one-fifth the area is in grass and no grain is pur-
chased as compared to regions such as New Hampshire where over 90

per cent of the tillage land is in grass and large quantities of grain are

purchased. A moderate acreage of corn silage as handled in this state

may be a factor in soil building rather than depletion, provided it is

grown in a regular system in which several years of grass follow.

Effect of Program on Cow Population

Fundamentally, cow population in New Hampshire will depend more

upon price relationships than upon conservation programs. Long con-

tinued low milk prices will discourage the employment of new capital
and new personnel in the dairy enterprise and on the other hand high

prices will eventually stimulate dairy production. But the conserva-

tion program is an important factor in the extent and location of the

dairy industry. Production at any one time will have to be geared
to the capacity of the agricultural plant and this capacity is dependent
upon the management farms are given over a period of years. If the

capacity of the plant declines it cannot be brought back quickly, and the

further it declines the more difficult and more expensive is the process
of bringing it back. On the other hand, if the plant is over-expanded
in relation to demand, the price situation is likely to be unfavorable for

a period of years.

Table 19. Distribution of 51,702 acres of tillage land according to number
of animal units per acre of tillage land and per cent of tillage land reseeded.
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It is important to both the dairy industry and the consuming public
that the agricultural plant capacity be maintained at about present
levels. Therefore it is essential that effects of the soil-building pro-
gram on dairy production be carefully weighed and studied. In the

light of present tendencies to accumulate large national surpluses of

farm products, a conservation program which tends to stimulate greater

production should be examined carefully. A check on the problem at

this time must, of course, be arrived at by a process of general esti-

mates but even these may serve to give some idea of the situation.

In this estimate of the effect of the program we assume present trends
in the management of land, fully realizing that changes in prices or

shifts in other opportunities will tend to modify present management
practices.

Taking the 12 towns as a sample: The 227 active commercial dairy
farms had 14,714 acres of tillage land and 4,162 cows—this is 3.5 acres

per cow—and the 232 less active had 9,287 acres of tillage and 2,051

cows; that is, 4.5 acres of tillage per cow. These two groups com-

prised 459 farms and had 6,213 cows, or over 85 per cent of the total on
all farms in the survey in New Hampshire.

It may be estimated roughly that 90 per cent of the 227 active com-

mercial dairy farms may follow soil conservation and soil-building prac-
tices under the conservation program and in the next 20 years may in-

crease roughage by .4 ton per acre on 80 per cent of the tillage land.

This would amount to 4,194 tons increase in hay on this acreage.

The remaining 20 per cent of tillage because of slope, rocks and
rock outcrop, and wet or poor soil would more logically be diverted to

permanent pasture. It may be estimated that these 2,943 acres are now

producing about 2,000 tons of hay.

It is thought that 10 per cent of the farms through changes in owner-

ship and unfavorable location or soil would not follow the program very

efficiently and present or declining yields would continue.

Actually some of these farms will cease to be operated as dairy farms

but a few other farms now inactive will be brought into active dairying

by change of ownership. The net gain on active commercial farms would

therefore be about 2,100 tons of roughage and 2,943 acres of pasture.

Likewise, it may be estimated that 60 per cent of the 232 less active

commercial dairy farms will follow soil conservation practices and that

these might increase yields by .4 ton per acre on 80 per cent of the till-

age land. This would result in an increase of 1,783 tons of hay. The

1,857 acres of rough, wet, and rocky land that would revert to perma-
nent pasture is probably now yielding about 1,000 tons of hay. The
net gain on 60 per cent of the farms would be 783 tons of hay and 1,857

acres of pasture.

However, on both the active and less active farms the permanent
pastures have been declining for many years and probably many acres

will be lost in the next 20 years. The amount of acreage that it is

economical and practical to redeem and keep up is very limited. It is

estimated that most farms will need to pasture some of the regular till-

age fields in the rotation. This would decrease the harvest of hay to

some extent. The estimated increase of 2,883 tons of hay on the 90
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per cent of the active and 60 per cent of the less active farms would be
reduced to about 2,000 tons to allow for some pasturing. Thus an in-

crease in roughage would be available for about 700 cows.

On the other hand many of the less active farms are declining in

yields and due to location, type of soil, roughness and size of fields, few

operators will follow conservation programs in soil building. They
were not enrolled in the 1937 program and are not in a position to use

the conservation practices effectively. Most of these not enrolling will

probably , pass out of the picture as commercial dairy farms in the next
20 years and their tillage land will gradually revert to forest. This

change would mean the loss of about 2,786 acres of tillage which, can now
support about 600 cows.

In addition, the decline in pastures and hay acreages and hay yields
on non-commercial farms and the abandonment of other farms will ac-

count for the loss of at least 100 cows.

Many dairy farmers are now harvesting hay on nearby semi-aban-
doned farms and it is recognized by the operators that the hay on such

places will gradually diminish under present management. The ex-

tent of this practice is not known quantitatively and it varies greatly
from year to year depending upon supplies of hay. In years of hay
abundance and low prices, many of the fields are not harvested. But
many cows are now carried on roughage which has been harvested

from semi-abandoned fields that will be classed as brush land in a few

years.
The census of 1935 indicates 78,086 cows in New Hampshire ;

and if

the data of these 12 towns as a sample are applied to the state, the re-

sults would be approximately this: An increase of 7,000 cows on the

better farms following conservation practices would be offset by a de-

crease of about the same number on farms not enrolling in the program.
Thus the conservation program in the next two decades would re-

sult in the building of yields and cow numbers on the best farms in good
locations and the decline of yields and cow numbers on farms where
opportunities are meager. Thus in this state there would result a
shift in location of production rather than a change in total production.
Fewer farmers would be producing the state's milk supply on fewer
farms.

Granted that increased production on good farms would be offset by
abandonment of other farms, the New Hampshire dairyman is con-

fronted with the situation in New England as a whole. Faced by lack
of data, one can only state in general terms that the dairy industry will

tend to shift to areas where conservation practices result in lower rela-

tive costs. This may result in shifts in location within the state as well
as from one state to another, probably to places where larger areas of

tillage and pasture can be combined in individual farms.

The conservation practices, in addition to increasing yields, should
have a marked effect on the quality of hay produced. Experience in-

dicates that within limitations good quality hay can be substituted for

grain in the feeding of dairy animals. Thus the increase in total hay
tonnage on many farms might well result in changes in grain feeding
rather than in total milk production.
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Effect on Fruit and Poultry Farms
In the case of other agricultural enterprises such as poultry and fruit,

the conservation program plays a minor role and will not influence

production in a significant degree. Price relations will be the con-

trolling factor in guiding either expansion or decline.

Many small farmers with meager incomes are not able to use the

program as it now exists and many of these operators will continue to

live on their present places, working olT the farm and also securing some
income from forestry. Through the conservation program or some
other program we need to enable this group to build up their timber re-

sources.

The Program as Related to Marginal Farms
The question is often raised as to the participation in soil-conserva-

tion practices by operators on submarginal farm land and particularly
the amounts of public and private money going to improve the soil on

farms that will probably be abandoned shortly. This question cannot

be answered very accurately at this time because of lack of definite

data. It is difficult to make predictions as to extent of future aban-

donment, and it is doubly difficult definitely to delineate such areas.

Very good farms are often interspersed within areas of generally poor

farming, and on account of part-time farming opportunities even the

poor farms may continue to be occupied. In such cases there may be

little social loss even if some conservation money is employed in soil-

building practices.
In three counties of the state, in connection with a type of farming

project, the land area had been differentiated into classes based on

priorities of opportunities in commercial dairy farming. Opportuni-
ties in fruit growing, poultry farming, and part-time farming were

ignored. Location as to markets, soil, topography, and ease of opera-
tion were considered.

Since the agricultural conservation practices related to soil improve-
ment directly concern dairy farming, the extent and location of par-

ticipation in soil-building practices were compared to the areas classi-

fied as indicated above.

Each farm participating in the program was located on the map,
and the total payment and extent of each conservation practice was
noted.

The first three areas representing a total of 420 square miles, or 21 per
cent of the total land area, and grouped in this report as Class A area

illustrate conditions of location, soil, topography, ease of cultivation,

productivity of pasture, and layout favorable to commercial dairying.
This area accounted for $29,078 or 73 per cent of the total conserva-

tion payments. Area B^^ comprising 12 per cent of the total land,

represents areas of land in which dairying is more or less handicapped
and the future trend is somewhat uncertain. It is a marginal area and
the trend will probably be very sensitive to price relations. The opera-
tors in this area received $6,142 or 15.3 per cent of the total soil im-

provement payments.

" Area A includes Areas I, II and III in type-of-farming study; B is Area
IV. (Study has not been published.)
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Area C^^ represents areas where commercial dairying is definitely

handicapped and the industry is on the decline. This area with 27

per cent of the land area accounted for $4,900 or 12 per cent of the

payments for soil improvement.
Thus approximately $5,000 in payments for soil improvement prac-

tices went into areas where commercial dairying in general has severe

handicaps and is slowly declining. It should be noted, however, that a

few farms in these areas will survive for many years.
Then, too, there are poor farms interspersed among good farms in

good areas, and these also may be receiving money for soil-building

practices. In these instances, there is a tendency for abandoned tillage
fields and pasture to be incorporated with adjoining good farms and
used as pasture. In such instances, the present uses of conservation

practices will make the fields more valuable and there is no social loss.

From a long-time point of view probably a large part of the $5,000

going into Area C represents a social loss in that the fields may be aban-

doned in a few years. In some instances the conservation payments
may be an influence delaying abandonment and hindering normal
trends. Until land has been definitely classified and this classification

definitely accepted by local people, we may need to give each individual

a chance to develop the available opportunities as he sees them and in

spite of possible social losses. However, educational processes in the

nature of land use problems and the raising of questions regarding the

best adjustment of people to resources can tend to guide the use of the

conservation money into productive channels.

It is well to note here that social loss of conservation money is not

confined to marginal or submarginal areas. Often the very best farms
are taken over by summer people or residents who are not interested in

the fields.

It will be in the long-time social interest to abandon the farms which

represent no opportunities, but we must investigate the situation care-

fully and weigh the advice and experience of local people before definite

decisions are made.

Recognizing the short-time needs of occupants of submarginal farms
it may be well to have a short-time policy on tillage land improvement
and a long-time policy for timber management. Thus soil practices

leading to immediate income without regard to permanent soil improve-
ment might be justified.

In the meantime it would seem wise for the Agricultural Adjustment
Administration to construct a program based on the best information
now available so that one type of program would ease agricultural land
without production opportunities out of agricultural use and another

type of program would tend to build up the productive capacity of the

remaining land. In areas where agriculture is greatly handicapped, no
compulsion would be undertaken and no restrictions made as to the in-

dividual 's choice of practices ;
but the administrators could through edu-

cational processes question the individual's program, and finally place
the individual who follows an uneconomic program on the defensive.
There will be instances where individual farms in a declining agricul-

" Areas V and VI in type-of-farming study (unpublished).
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tural area should be kept up. This is particularly true where an iso-

lated farm serves recreational and summer resident interests. There
are certain opportunities for an operator in a generally poor area to fit

into a situation where income can be obtained.

Such a program would give considerable elasticity to the adjustment
of the conservation program to the best future use of land, enabling
an individual to take advantage of every agricultural resource. At the

same time, there would be a minimum of social waste in building up
soils that soon will be abandoned.

I










